**Cal Poly Health Center prepares for Swine Flu**

**Katie Koschalk**

The first reported swine flu fatality in San Luis Obispo County has renewed concerns about the disease, also known as novel H1N1 infection.

On June 11, the World Health Organization (WHO) raised the worldwide pandemic alert to the highest level. Phase 6, indicating that a global pandemic of novel H1N1 infection is underway.

Phase 6 is characterized by at least two countries in different regions having outbreaks at the community level.

The swine flu is spreading across the globe, but the Cal Poly Health Center is preparing for a potentially severe resur­gence of the virus to keep it from spreading across the campus.

Cal Poly Health Center medical director David Harris said, "We are doing the best we can to anticipate the need. By nature it's an uncertain business. Trying to sense the magnitude in kind is like asking 'how bad is the hurricane going to be?' when we don't even know when it is going to make its landfall.'"

The center is planning based on the presumption that a swine flu vaccine will be available by this fall, Harris said.

Vaccine availability depends on several factors, including manufacturing time and the need to conduct clinical trials, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's (CDC) Web site.

"We have no vaccine yet and we don't know how much and when it will be available. It's hard for us to devise a plan when we don't have our major defense weapon available yet," Harris said.

The San Luis Obispo Public Health Department will receive the vaccine from the production companies and allocate quantities to healthcare facilities based on need.

Michelle Shoresman, the emergency preparedness program manager at the San Luis Obispo Public Health Department, said that if supplies are limited, the department plans to work with whatever group of people are at greatest risk for contract­ing the virus based on CDC recommendations.

One priority group includes all people from six months to 24 years of age, an age range that makes up 95 percent of the Cal Poly student population.

People within this age range see Swine Flu, page 2

**Steps to Prevent Spread of H1N1**

- Wash your hands often with soap and water, especially after you cough or sneeze. Alcohol-based hand cleaners are also effective.
- Be prepared to stay home at least a week in case you get sick.
- Cover your nose and mouth with a tissue when you cough or sneeze. Throw your tissue in the trash after you use it.
- Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth. Germs spread this way.

Information from CDC Web site.

**Gunman at health club bitter over women**

**Michael Rubinkam**

BRIDGEVILLE, Pa. (AP) — George Sodini seethed with anger and frustration toward women. He couldn't understand why they ignored him, despite his best efforts to knik nice. He hadn't had a girlfriend since 1984, hadn't slept with a woman in 19 years.

"Women just don't like me. There are 30 million desirable women in the US (my estimate) and I cannot find one. Not one of them find me attractive," the 48-year-old computer programmer lamented in a chilling diary he posted on the Internet.

For months, he also wrote vaguely about using guns to carry out his "exit plan" at his health club, where lots of young women worked out.

On Tuesday, Sodini put his plan into action.

The 48-year-old went to the sprawling L.A. Fitness Club in this Pittsburgh sub­urb turned out the lights on a dance­aerobics class filled with women, and opened fire with three guns, letting the class run for several minutes before killing three women and wounding nine others before committing suicide.

Two women console each other after Tuesday's shooting.

see Shooting, page 2

**Poly Canyon reduces demand for off-campus housing apts.**

**Katie Koschalk**

The managers of off-campus apartment complexes in San Luis Obispo are finding themselves with a number of empty rooms for the first time ever. The empty rooms are due to Cal Poly's re­cent ability to provide on-campus housing to all incoming fresh­men.

"It has affected us... This is the first year that I have had an empty room," said Ruben Espino, man­ager of the Garfield Arms apart­ment complex.

There are eight one-bedroom apartments and two two-bedroom apartments that have not yet been leased for fall 2009, Espino said.

While this might not seem like many empty rooms, in previous years the apartment complex had full capacity at this point in sum­mer, Espino said.

Empty rooms could mean big money losses for the apartment complex, which rents a one-bed­room apartment for $955 a month and a two-bedroom apartment for $1350 a month.

The decrease in occupancy rates for local off-campus apartment com­plexes came in fall 2008 with the addition of Poly Canyon Village, an on-campus housing facility.

Students have already secured their spots for on-campus hous­ing for the fall 2009 quarter with full occupancy at 6,300 students, 2,620 of which are in Poly Can­yon Village, said Preston Allen, di­rector of housing at Cal Poly.

"We had twice as many appli­cations as we had available rooms," Allen said. "Once we started re­ceiving applications, we filled up within about a month."

In addition to sufficient on­campus housing due to budget cuts, Cal Poly enrolled 19,471 students in fall 2008, a 1.5 per­cent decrease from Fall 2007. These two factors have made some off-campus apartment com­plexes anticipate lower occupancy rates for fall 2009 based on the number of students that leased in fall 2008.

"Now that Poly can accom­modate everyone, we have gone back to single rooms. We have gone from 45 in a building to 33 in a building," Kershner said.

One local off-campus apartment complex, Mustang Village, is noticing a change in the break­down of students leasing apart­ments.

"We are getting a lot more Cuesta students than before. Be­cause of all the budget cuts and
Shooting continued from page 1

"He just had a lot of hatred in him and was hell-bent on committing this act, and no one was going to stop him," Allegheny County Police appeared to be a nine-month chronology of his plans to end his misery, continued from page 1.

Said the man was exasperated, and she didn't hear him say anything as he sprayed bullets. The teenager ran out of the room and into the parking lot, holing into a restaurant where she told the workers to call 911.

Lauren Dooley, 27, who was examining a treadmill on the second floor, ran down the fire escape and out the rear of the building, where bystanders were applying pressure to victims' gunshot wounds.

"You just feel like you're in a movie...a horrible movie where someone comes in and unleashes fire on everyone. You just don't know what to do," Dooley said.

Said the man had not become a criminal record, and he legally bought the guns, police said. Said used her cell phone a few minutes before the shooting, but Mofti would not say whom he called.

Six patients remained hospitalized, including the ambulance instructor, Mary Pruss, 26, who was listed in fair condition. Pruss is pregnant but said doctors told her the baby is safe.

Authorities initially had difficulty identifying the victims because they had workload deadlines on and weren't carrying wallets.

"Usually the upper classmen choose to stay. Especially the guys," Kendra Turek said.

Garfield Arms finds that about 90 percent of their residents renew, so the task is to fill up the remaining 10 percent, Espino said.

"An off-campus apartment's retention rate might be a factor in lower occupancy rates. "You need to look at retention rates and the incentives (in off-campus apartments) would suggest that people left (did not renew)," Allen said.
As hearings close, GOP support for Sotomayor increases

WASHINGTON (AP) — Supreme Court nominee Sonia Sotomayor won more GOP support in her drive toward near-certain Senate confirmation Thursday as the first Hispanic justice, even as a growing chorus of Republicans called her unfit for the bench.

Republican Sens. Kit Bond of Missouri and Judd Gregg of New Hampshire broke with their party to announce they'd support President Barack Obama's nominee, as she represents and the American dream she shows is possible.

Gregg said in a statement released by his office that politicizing the confirmation process — as he argued Democrats did when they blocked GOP nominees in the past — "undermines the public's views of our judicial system." Their comments came as Democrats were preparing to declare political victory on Sotomayor's confirmation and warning that Republicans who opposed Sotomayor would face a backlash from Hispanic-Americans, a large and fast-growing segment of our judicial system.

The vote was 58-31, with about 20 Republicans joining Democrats to confirm Sotomayor. Five GOP senators in total sided with the Democratic minority that feared her liberal leanings and political experience would undermine the public's confidence in our judicial system.

Sotomayor's confirmation is likely to be a key issue in the upcoming presidential campaign, with both parties vying to demonstrate their commitment to core values. The vote is a significant milestone in the confirmation process, and it is expected to set the stage for a confirmation hearing in the Senate, followed by a vote on the floor.

Sotomayor's appointment to the Supreme Court is expected to be confirmed by the Senate, likely with a narrow margin, and will make history as the first Hispanic woman to serve on the court. Her confirmation is likely to spark heated debates over issues such as affirmative action, immigration, and the role of the federal judiciary.

As hearings close, the chorus of Republicans calling for Sotomayor's confirmation grows stronger, as they seek to demonstrate their commitment to diversity and inclusion. The confirmation process is expected to be contentious, but it is clear that Sotomayor's appointment is a significant milestone in the history of American democracy.
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) — Two American journalists held captive in North Korea since March endured meals of rice with rocks, more than four months of isolation and the constant fear they would be sent to a gulag.

Facing sentences of 12 years hard labor, they were allowed only sporadic contact with each other, let alone close friends. Suddenly this week, they were brought together in a meeting with none other than Bill Clinton, who helped win their release and flew home with them for a tearful reunion with their families.

"We could feel your love all the way to North Korea," an emotional Laura Ling said. "It is what kept us going in the darkest of hours and it is what sustained our faith that we would come home."

Ling and Euna Lee sobbed and embraced their husbands and Lee's 4-year-old daughter, Hana, in the sleek hangar of a Burbank airport after a 9-hour flight from Japan. It was the last stop following their release from North Korea after an unusual diplomatic rescue mission headed by the former president.

"We were shocked but we knew instantly in our hearts that the nightmare of our lives was finally coming to an end, and now we stand here, home and free," she said.

While questions centered on the delicate negotiating dance that led to their release, Ling only talked about their gratitude for a free government and has struggled through fatigue. But Ling's sister told reporters that her sister was "a little bit weak" and it would take some time for her to gather her wits and speak about her captivity. Family members found it challenging to hear the few details they have received, she added.

She said the captives saw each other for only a couple days after their detention. "They actually were kept apart most of the time. On the day of their trial, they hugged each other and that was it," Ling said.

Ling said outside her sister's home in the San Fernando Valley of Los Angeles.

She said the family had four telephone conversations with her sister during her captivity. During one of them, Ling asked them to write to Lee "and tell her that I'm thinking about her and I love her."

Ling said her sister was eating fresh food and a sushi dinner will be on the agenda soon.

"She's really, really anxious to have fresh fruit and fresh food... There were rocks in her rice," Ling said. "Obviously, it's a country that has a lot of economic problems."

They were held in a guest house and had not yet been sent to the labor camp because of medical concerns, the sister said. Laura Ling suffers from an ulcer, while Lee has lost 15 pounds since being detained. Ling had been seen regularly by a doctor, her sister said.

Ling, 32, and Lee, 36, are reporters for former Vice President Al Gore's San Francisco-based Current TV. They had been working on a story about the trafficking of women when they were arrested in March and sentenced to 12 years of hard labor for illegally entering North Korea. The pair were granted a pardon Tuesday, following talks between Clinton and North Korea leader Kim Jong Il.

It was the last stop following their release from North Korea after an extraordinary diplomatic rescue mission led to their freedom by the former president.

The two American journalists freed by North Korea returned home to the United States on Wednesday.

Laura Ling, top, and Euna Lee arrive at Bob Hope Airport in Burbank, Calif., Wednesday. The two American journalists freed by North Korea returned home to the United States on Wednesday.
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CALLING ALL STUDENTS

Want to write for the Mustang Daily?

NO, YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A JOURNALISM MAJOR.

The Mustang Daily, the student newspaper of La Verne College, is always looking for writers to contribute news stories and feature articles to our print edition and website.

Here's what we're looking for:

• Good, well-written news stories that are interesting to our readers
• Feature articles that bring attention to important community topics

We want people with PASSION. Apply to be a STAFF writer.

---

WORD ON THE STREET

"Are you worried about swine flu?"

"I'm not concerned because if you're concerned about something like the swine flu, you might as well be worried about zombies."

- John Anderson, wine and viticulture senior

"I'm not too concerned because it's just one case. But if it starts to be a trend I would be."

- Kyle Focks, environmental engineering junior

"Not really. It's like the same as getting a cold."

- Chris Mason, environmental engineering junior

"Not really. I heard for people who are healthy it is like the same as the regular flu."

- Michael McCausland, mechanical engineering senior

---
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Costumed combats: Fantasy brought to life

Daniel Triassi
and Lauren Rabaino

Drive past Santa Rosa Park in San Luis Obispo on any Saturday afternoon and you’ll hear dozens of cars looking at an unconventional sight.

The spectacle: A group of people engaged in combat, using Byzantium shields and wearing deep forest-green lionkini; at an unconventional sight.

They’re not rehearsing for a play or a fencing team, but rather are the San Luis Obispo chapter of Amtgard – Barony of the Seven Sleeping Dragons.

“We play adult tag, that’s it,” said Nate Watkins, an architecture senior who has been playing Amtgard for three years.

And that, in basic terms, is what the group does.

Amtgard is a live action role playing (LARP) activity that aims to recreate elements of the medieval, ancient and fantasy life through committed sound-fighting, and battles.

The weapons they use are all homemade, foam-padded replicas of the real thing.

Instead of keeping track of points, Amtgard is based on hit-location.

“If you are hit in the leg you have to put that arm behind your back, if you get hit in the torso then you’re dead,” said Jessica Futch, a Cal Poly interdisciplinary studies student who goes by the alias Lady Leah.

A hit from a weapon disables player’s, the location struck. Any person that misses has to stop what they are doing and go back to their base.”

Many members said they appreciate the physical workout Amtgard provides.

“It’s good exercise, especially in the summer,” said Morro Bay High School senior Marissa Moore.

“Amtgard can also be a draw for sedentary computer users,” Moore said.

“Normally we see Amtgarders from elementary school and ranging to middle-aged parents,” Moore said.

Brian Terrill moved to the area last year and said he wanted a place for his sons — Gavin, Connor and Kyle — to be involved in the community.

“My wife started bringing their sons to the park three months ago and they’ve been hooked ever since.

“It was for the kids to do, but someone’s gotta bring them every week,” Terrill said. At any point on a Saturday afternoon, he can be spotted just as immersed in the role playing as his sons.

“I’ve had fun doing it. I’m getting ready to cut out,” he said after more than two hours in the grass. “It’s a little bit more for the younger ones. I’ll be sore tomorrow.”

If you are hit in the leg you have to put that arm behind your back, if you get hit in the torso then you’re dead.
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Amtgard holds in spell over members ranging from elementary school children to their middle-aged parents.

“Amtgard is practiced worldwide,” Moore said.

“Our school senior Marissa Moore.

“They played on the Cal Poly campus for about 13 years and about two years ago we moved off campus,” Lady Leah said.

James H. Haven II created the first Amtgard sector in El Paso, Texas in 1983, so, relating to an article from the Houston Press. Haven took rules from other live action role playing games to form Amtgard. The largest “realms” of Amtgard are in the Midwest, though it is practiced worldwide.

Haven named Amtgard after his sons, Matthew and Katy Ann, the article said.

“Many members said they appreciate the physical workout Amtgard provides.
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Driving under the influence of a cell phone: A recipe for danger

Driving on Highway 101, I find myself stuck behind a very erratic driver. The break lights are fluctuating on and off, despite a very vacant freeway, as if the driver is tapping a foot to music. They swerve outside the yellow line and quickly jerk back to the middle, as if trying to avoid hitting an imaginary squirrel. They then proceed to ride the raised pavement markers, not seeming to mind the bumps at all.

"This person is definitely under the influence," I think to myself. Cautionately, I change into the right lane and make a wide advance around him. Glancing over, I see that it’s not alcohol that’s impairing their driving. Instead it’s the small, black device being held to their ear.

That’s right, a cell phone.

On July 1, 2008, California passed a law that prohibits all drivers from using a handheld wireless telephone while driving, as defined by any motor vehicle. On August 1, 2009, another law was passed, making it illegal to talk on a cell phone (whether hands-free or not) while driving.

Driving while talking on a cell phone is not as severely punished as drunk driving, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. But如同 drunk driving, it is a recipe for danger.

Consider the following study conducted by psychologists at the University of Utah, published in the June 29, 2006 issue of Human Factors: The Journal of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society.

Subjects in the study drove a “virtual-reality” car four times: once with no distraction, once while talking on a hand-held cell phone, once while using a headset and once after consuming alcohol (enough to put drivers over the .08 percent limit).

To my surprise, the researchers found that when subjects talked on the phone (either holding it in their hands or using a headset), they showed the same signs of impaired driving (swerving, abrupt stops, inconstant speed, etc.) as when they drove intoxicated.

"What’s even more surprising is that not one person in the intoxicated group crashed their car. However, three subjects from cell phone groups rear-ended the virtual car in front of them."

Despite the results of the study, Tolley does not feel that driving while talking on a cell phone can be compared to drunk driving.

"It’s like apples and oranges to me. There are way more people involved in drunk driving," Tolley said. "Anything that causes a driver to be distracted is dangerous. With cell phones it’s mostly speeding and running red lights, and stuff like that, which is very dangerous, but drunk driving is the worst thing you can do while operating a vehicle.”

Looking at the most recent statistics, drunk driving and cell phones both contribute greatly to the total U.S. death toll (37,238 in 2008 from traffic accidents).

There were 11,773 total fatalities in drunk driving crashes in 2008, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

Even though drunk driving and driving while talking on a cell phone both contribute greatly to the overall death toll, driving while talking on a cell phone is not as severely punished.

In California, a DUI can cost up to $1,500 and include a four-month to one-year suspension, for a first-time offense, of one’s driver’s license. The punishment for driving while talking on a cell phone, however, is mere $20 to $250, for a first offense. To some people, $20 is pocket change, and isn’t going to convince them to not talk on their cell phones while driving.

I feel there is a severe disconnect here. While many people might adhere to the new laws regarding cell phones, based on what I have seen on the road, there are as many, if not more, who disregard these laws.

Why don’t people take this more seriously? By talking on a cell phone, a person could potentially be endangering the lives of the people driving around them. It’s not the fact that you are steering with one hand. It’s the fact that you are so deeply focused on your conversation that your driving suffers.

I urge you to think about this next time you choose to pick up your phone while driving: What is a human life worth in the face of personal convenience?

"Students should know, it’s the public sector employee that’s causing their fees to increase, parking to close, social services to be cut. These are the facts and they can’t be denied.”

— Robert Response to “Pay cuts, fee increases are only starting to fill deficit gap”

NOTE: The Mustang Daily features select comments that are written in response to articles posted online. Though not all the responses are printed, the Mustang Daily prints comments that are coherent and foster intelligent discussion on a given subject.

MARGARET SCOTT SWEART

"People that do ‘Stonky Leg?’"
A certain Chuck Jones character just wasn’t as “daffy” after his lobotomy.

**The New York Times Crossword**

**Across**
- 1 Chicago, Ill. (7)
- 4 Love story (6)
- 6 Country singer Brooks (5)
- 11 Opposite of dis (4)
- 14 Like oil directly from a well (5)
- 15 His hells (4)
- 16 Aussie hopper (4)
- 17 Ditch digging (4)
- 19 Little Rock’s home, Ark (5)
- 20 Yolk’s site (4)
- 21 City name before Heat or Voo (5)
- 22 “Inferno” writer (4)
- 24 Money borrowed from a friend, e.g. (4)
- 26 Pilot (5)
- 29 Bald person’s purchases (10)
- 30 Serve, as tea (9)
- 31 “Avalon” or “Spaceballs” (5)
- 32 Flow back (10)

**Down**
- 1 Prance (5)
- 2 Wet blanket (6)
- 3 Aquatic (4)
- 4 Unix, e-mail (4)
- 5 Cleaned out, as with a pipe cleaner (8)
- 6 Back in affairs “Remember the CAFE” (8)
- 7 Cabbage (6)
- 8 Handlebar of spring (7)
- 9 Event, informally but what a wild ride (7)
- 10 Clock-busting brand (5)
- 11 Main artery (12)
- 13 Thieves or shoe, in Monopoly (7)
- 14 France, France, Italy (7)
- 15 2x or 5 x 15 suit (5)
- 16 Last name of Henry VIII’s last (10)
- 17 Cemetery name (6)
- 18 Chairman of the Federal Reserve (7)
- 19 His belly (7)
- 20 Founded the Sienna Club (5)
- 21 Take to court (4)
- 22 Dad (3)
- 23 Stout after a bull charges (6)
- 24 Gaming pleader (6)
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**Great Cottage for Two**

1274 Stafford St (Just off Kentucky)

**Features**
- Carpet, granite, fireplace, tile, garage with washer/dryer, full bath with tub and shower, fully equipped kitchen, fenced yard for pets

**Contact**
- Marci - 305.923.9607

**Price**
- $1500/Month

**For answers, call 1-800-258-8966. $1.49 a minute or, with a credit card, 1-800-814-5556. Annual subscriptions are available for those who subscribe to the last 50 years. 1-866-7-ACROSS. AT&T users: Text NYTCrossword to 36663 to be able to download puzzles, or visit nytimes.com/puzzles for more information.**

**Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles. nytimes.com/crossword ($36.95 a year). Sign up now.**
Dorrell leaves Cal Poly

Senior first baseman Wes Dorrell has left Cal Poly citing “a conflict of interest” and will enroll at Fresno Pacific University to complete his collegiate career, the Fresno Bee first reported on Sunday.

Dorrell hit .310 in three seasons, starting 142 games at Cal Poly. Last year he hit .313 with 42 RBIs, helping lead the Mustangs to a 37-21 record and their first Division I postseason berth.

The Fresno native told the Bee that he would have preferred a move to Fresno State, the 2008 national champion. But a move from one Division I team to another would mean a one year wait before Dorrell could get back on the field for his senior season. Fresno Pacific is an NAIA school, so Dorrell will be exempt from that rule and allowed to play in the upcoming 2009 season.

“I loved playing baseball with my teammates,” Dorrell told the Bee. “The school was great, everything was awesome. I have no regret to any of that, but I look forward to moving home.”

Dorrell entered the 2009 season on the Brooks Wallace Player of the Year Watch List.

Dorrell said he hopes that the transition to a different school will help him reach his goal of being drafted after his senior season.

“I talked to a scout after the draft and he said that was really weird,” Dorrell said of remaining undrafted after last season. “About 15 organizations had talked to me. My family and I were hoping, but it didn’t happen. I hope to give it one more shot.”

Senior David Van Ostrand is a likely candidate to take over Dorrell’s spot at first base this year.

Stop eating slop, win a Super Bowl

Tim Dahlberg

A lot of people in San Diego thought it might have been the inconsistent defense or the tendency to use LaDanian Tomlinson too much. Others blamed Norv Turner for the Chargers’ inability to win a Super Bowl. Wrong. It was the slop being served at lunch time.

Charger fans found that out when Antonio Cromartie sent a tweet the other day saying “nasty food” might have played a part in stifling the team’s chance at greatness in recent years. Apparently he hurt the caterer’s feelings, because Turner pulled the star cornerback out of a meeting to tell him he was being fined $2,500 for, shall we say, spilling the beans.

If the Chargers weren’t so dead-faced serious, the decision to levy a fine over food would be hilarious. Actually, it is still is.

But maybe there’s a bigger point than last week’s lasagna to ponder.

If Cromartie is complaining publicly about the grub, what’s next? What other secrets will be revealed, and at what cost?

Think of what might happen if other teams knew the Chargers’ showers weren’t hot enough, or that the offensive line had to lather up with soap bought at the dollar store?

Let that go, and soon they’ll be tweeting the playbook, 140 characters at a time.

There’s something so Nixonian about all the silly dance of NFL coaches and team officials in the never-ending effort to keep their team’s secrets. Paranoia strikes deep among the football elite, who seem to be spending an awful lot of time this preseason figuring out ways to thwart enemy spies and the enemy within.

Just how any of it will help Eli Manning get the New York Giants back to another Super Bowl or get Mike Singletary’s 49ers back to .500 is debatable. Everyone in the incessant world of pro football already knows what everyone else is doing anyway, and the only real secrets are open secrets.

Control freaks that they are, though, nothing will stop these guys from trying.

So far this preseason, Twitter has emerged as public enemy No. 1 for most teams. Some have told their players not to tweet, and at least seven teams have banned fans and media at training camp practices from sending out any messages.

Not that any fans — or many in the media, for that matter — have any clue what is going on in those practices. Doesn’t matter. All it takes is one person realizing that a third-string offensive tackle is practicing with the starters to ruin an opening day surprise.

The paranoia doesn’t stop there.

There are so many new restrictions around the league that fans must wonder if coaches are spending more time trying to plug leaks than fixing leaky defenses.

The Texans this week instituted a ban on filming or taking pictures of injured players during rehab, depriving all Houston fans of the chance to watch center Chris Myers get treatment for his high ankle sprain. It wasn’t quite clear why, but you might think a team that has never had a winning season might be more worried about other things.

In Indianapolis, the Colts demanded reporters leave their notebooks behind when they watch practice, lest they scribble something about who Peyton Manning is throwing the ball to. In Philadelphia, coach Andy Reid stopped talking about injuries because reporters violated an unwritten “rule” by daring to ask others on the team about an injury to linebacker Stewart Bradley.

Asked if he would resume talking, Reid said, “When I decide that people can abide by the rules, I’ll do that.”

The problem for coaches is not everybody follows their rules. Even if they did, coaches would make new ones anyway. That’s the nature of the beast in a business where you’re only as good as your last game and you’re convinced everyone around you is just waiting for the right time to stab you in the back.

It’s at its worst right now. Every team is unbeaten, and every coach believes his team has a shot at the Super Bowl. That’s especially true in San Diego, where Turner might have to win a ring to keep his job.

He’s not about to let some bad meal get in the way.

Tim Dahlberg is a national sports columnist for the Associated Press.

Norris gets first MLB victory

Former Cal Poly pitcher Bud Norris pitched seven scoreless innings to pick up his first major league victory for the Houston Astros on Monday.